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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) aims to connect billions
(109) of smart physical objects to the Internet, which can bring
a promising future of smart places or even smart cities. These
objects, with sensors and actuators, are expected to generate
large amounts of raw data that can be captured automatically
and then sent to the cloud for further processing. These data
can later be used for knowledge discovery and to improve
business processes. The objective of this work was to build a
mobile app - a Smart Place Manager - on a mobile platform
such as iOS, to provision and configure servers in the Cloud
platform and to support the IoT application’s operation for the
smart place. This mobile application also monitors the processing,
memory and storage usage among other metrics, taking action
when necessary to the effective management of the Smart Place.
The response time is also monitored, which is often decisive
in IoT applications, requiring low or predictable latency. The
demonstration scenario is an automated building access control
that uses a RFID event processing software to track accesses to
the facilities. The experimental results show that the developed
tool can effectively and efficiently provision and monitor a smart
place environment using a mobile application.

Index Terms—Internet of Things, Smart Places, Cloud com-
puting, Fog computing, Cloud Automated Provisioning and
Monitoring, Application Deployment, Mobile Application, RFID

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT)[1] is a system of interrelated
computing devices, mechanical and digital machines, objects
or people that are provided with unique identifiers. An IoT
system has the ability to transfer data over a network without
requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction.
Nowadays the software architectures are using the Cloud plat-
form layers to integrate IoT. One way to build IoT applications
is to structure them as Smart Places[2]: physical locations
instrumented with sensors and actuators that have middleware
that allows them to be programmable. The lifecycle of a smart
place starts when the smart objects that make part of it starts to
send events (i.e. Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags
reader) which are captured by the readers and sensors that are
placed over the Smart Places (SP). The data captured by this
sensor is going to be processed outside the SP itself, through
a internet connection from the physical location to the Cloud.
The result of the data interpreted on the Cloud is retrieved
back to the SP where the action is going to be performed. In
the case of the present work the action that it is interpreted as
the opening of a access door on a Smart Building.[3].

The current software architectures use the Cloud to integrate
IoT[4] applications. The applications that run behind the SP

are using the Cloud to store information and to run the
machines needed for that purpose. The mobile applications
have their backend on the Cloud - Mobile Backend as a
Service (MBaaS)[5] - and so the above limitations such as the
battery life, processor potential, and the memory capacity are
no longer an issue. The Smart Place Manager (SPM) mobile
application is playing a role as an interface to interact with
the SP and to run the business logic needed behind.

A. Application Domains

Smart Places are spaces where humans live, work and
interact, and are increasingly equipped with sensors and ac-
tuators. The most common examples are: heating, ventilation,
air conditioning, lighting or access control. These locations
can be controlled remotely giving the ability to connect and
orchestrate all networked devices in one place[6]. The SP
enable new services to be developed and existing services to be
improved for citizens, local businesses and anyone associated
with the area; whether through services such as smart lighting,
environmental monitoring, waste management, smart traffic,
smart housing (domotics), smart parking or simply through
access to free public Wi-Fi.

A smart building is a structure that uses automated processes
to automatically control the buildings’ operations including
heating, ventilation, air conditioning, illumination, thermal
comfort, etc. A smart building can be seen as the agglomera-
tion of several SP that uses sensors, actuators and processors
in different rooms to collect data and manage it according
to a business functions and services. This infrastructure helps
owners, operators and facility managers improve asset relia-
bility and performance, which reduces energy use, optimizes
how space is used and minimizes the environmental impact of
buildings.

Beyond this, as cities and towns become ever larger and
more complex there is an increasing demand on traditional
services such as transport, energy, healthcare, utilities and the
environment. The Smart Cities (SC) use IoT devices such as
connected sensors, lights, and meters to collect and analyze
data. The cities then use this data to improve infrastructure,
public utilities and services. Some of other most significant
spoken areas that are going to be exposed to IoT are:

a) Smart Transportation: Includes various types of com-
munication and navigation systems in vehicles, between ve-
hicles (e.g., car to car), and between vehicles and fixed
locations (e.g., car to infrastructure). Specific examples of
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smart transportation technology include sensors in vehicles for
collision avoidance and anti-skidding to increase the safety
of the vehicle. A radio frequency identification (RFID)-based
toll collection is an example of smart transport technology.
With RFID toll collection, drivers are not required to stop at a
physical toll booth, which typically takes time, blocks traffic
flow, and requires manpower for toll collection.

b) Smart Energy: A smart energy system consists of
the intelligent integration of decentralized sustainable energy
sources, efficient distribution, and optimized power consump-
tion. Smart energy includes three independent building blocks
that must be stitched together and effectively communicate
with each other to form a unified smart energy system.

c) Smart Health Care: The various components of smart
health care include emerging on-body sensors, smart hos-
pitals, and smart emergency response. In smart hospitals,
various mechanisms for their operation are used including
cloud computing, smartphone apps, and advanced data analysis
techniques.

B. Example Scenario

Our smart place example domain is digital unlocking access
to rooms or floors in a building, that is a Access Control
system. The accesses are read through a Smart Card, by RFID
technology. These systems let a user have access to a facility
or room inside a building and also registers that event. They
must have a good performance and they use algorithms for
reliability, accuracy and speed. As an alternative to biometrics
devices for Access Control there is the possibility of using
proximity label reading as RFID readers. The reader usually
is connected to a third party system that is accepting (and
storing) RFID related events and uses these events to trigger
actions such as unlocking the door. In this type of solution, the
latencies of the requests in the network must be fast so that
the authentication and access opening command order is fast.
There are a few things needed to have an operational RFID
system in place: a reader, that is connected to (or integrated
with) the access door/floor; an antenna, that sends out a radio
signal and a tag (or transponder) that returns the signal with
data added which in this case, is the smart card token, which
is shown on figure 1.

Fig. 1: RFID Example Domain.

The reader usually is connected to a third party system that
is accepting (and storing) RFID related events and uses these
events to trigger actions such as unlocking the door.

C. Objectives

The goal of this work is to allow control automated provi-
sioning and installation process for deploying a SP through
a mobile application with backend. The application is the

frontend and it uses an API to access the backend servers.
The scope focuses on providing an abstraction layer on all the
technologies and tools needed to install and manage an IoT
application inside a SP, through a mobile application. This
application sends remote provisioning and deploying orders
but also do the server configuration in the Cloud provider,
as well as the management of SP throughout its use. Lastly
the mobile application is going to be user-friendly and also to
ensure a good user experience. Finally, the application is going
to analyzed for concluding about the energy consumption to
minimize its processing and network energy drains on the
device’s battery. The remainder of this document is organized
as follows: section II summarizes the relevant work in the
field and introduces some key concepts that support our work
such as a description of the Cloud, Fog, Edge and Mobile
Cloud Computing paradigms, after the section IV it is covered
the high-level structural description of the architecture of the
system, section V is presented the detailed design of the
individual components in the system approach adopted for the
automated provisioning and monitoring strategies. Finally in
the section VI is shown the performed evaluation and lastly VII
we present the main conclusion and some important research
points for future work that resulted from this dissertation.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section the concepts and technologies associated
with understanding the problem to be solved are presented.
It begins by explaining the concept of Cloud Computing (CC)
and Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) (as there is always
the need for the end-user device) which is a new way of
providing computing resources and services running mobile
applications with backend API on the cloud. It refers to an on-
demand infrastructure that allows users to access computing
resources anytime from anywhere. The recent trends of the Fog
Computing (FC)[7] and Edge Computing (EC)[8] concepts
are also presented. The need for low latency on this IoT
applications and the privacy preservation are two motivations
for the emerging of these two concepts.

A. Fog and Edge Computing

The idea of a SP[2] is to have a physical place, which
offers a proximity-based service due to existence of tags placed
on objects that are relevant. In this way, a SP allows the
interaction of a user with a given environment through sensors
that provide precious information about this environment,
allowing the development of applications that receive and
analyze this collected data.

However, sensing all possible data captured by a smart
object and then sending to the cloud is less efficient and can
also lead to resource wastage (e.g. network, storage). The FC
and EC computing paradigms have been proposed to address
this weakness by pushing data processing and analytics, to
the network edges. The EC[9] is a method of optimizing CC
systems by performing processing near the source of the data.
On the other hand Fog Computing is a layer between the edge
and the cloud which extends the cloud closer to the nodes
that produce and act on IoT data. The industrial gateways,
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routers and other devices with the necessary processing power,
storage capabilities and network connection can be fog nodes.
With the analysis and pre-processing data on these nodes
it is possible for FC to minimize latency and to produce
bandwidth usage. This scenario with the cloud, fog and edge
is illustrated on figure 2 and it is showing the three paradigms
work together[10] in order to build an IoT infrastructure for
SP that need to feed latency-sensitive applications.

Fig. 2: Cloud, Fog and Edge computing combined.

As shown in the figure 2, the cloud layer aggregates data
summaries from multiple fog nodes and performs deeper
analysis on larger data set and send application rules to fog
nodes. The fog[7] layer is a transient storage for immediate
data and it has the real-time analytics and control based access
on the application rules provided by cloud layer. Lastly the
edge layer captures user interactions, it sends feeds to the fog
that then performs intelligent actions over the smart place,
based on the real time control signals from the fog nodes.
Hence the FC and EC real opportunity lies in configuring the
nodes and optimizing their performance. They will help us
move portions from cloud-based applications closer to devices
which use them. It is not easy to figure out what software
tasks to remove from the cloud, but the growth of bandwidth-
consuming devices may force to take a different or hybrid
approach as a Edge-Centric approach.[9]

B. Cloud Computing and Mobile Cloud Computing

The concept CC describes the hosting and delivery of in-
formation and on-demand computing resources on the Internet
using a remote network of servers. The alternative is storing,
managing or processing data on local servers. Many technol-
ogy applications that gained popularity as installed software
are now preferred as cloud applications due to the ease of use
and reduced maintenance. The main is to allow IT departments
to focus on their businesses and projects instead of just taking
care of their data centers and keeping them working. It is
a new concept that aims to provide computational resources
as services in a quick manner, on demand, and paying as
per usage. Nowadays the cloud providers developed open
and flexible platforms and are considered as examples of

public computing tools, providing users with the three cloud
architecture layers: IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. These services allow
the user to use virtualized resources in cloud data centers. The
computational clouds implement a variety of service models
in order to use them in different computing visions.

Mobile Cloud ComputingMCC[11] can be seen as a bridge
that fills the gap between the limited computing resources of
Storage Module Devices (SMD) and processing requirements
of intensive applications that are running on them. MCC at its
simplest form refers to an infrastructure where both the data
storage and the data processing happen outside of the mobile
device. The Figure 3 shows the general view of MCC which
is composed of three main parts: the mobile device, wireless
communication means, and a cloud infrastructure that contains
data centers.

The concept CC describes the hosting and delivery of infor-
mation and on-demand computing resources on the Internet
using a remote network of servers. The alternative is storing,
managing or processing data on local servers. Many technol-
ogy applications that gained popularity as installed software
are now preferred as cloud applications due to the ease of use
and reduced maintenance. The main is to allow IT departments
to focus on their businesses and projects instead of just taking
care of their data centers and keeping them working. It is a
new concept that aims to provide computational resources as
services in a quick manner, on demand, and paying as per
usage.
Nowadays the cloud providers developed open and flexible
platforms and are considered as examples of public computing
tools, providing users with the three cloud architecture layers:
IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. These services allow the user to use
virtualized resources in cloud data centers. The computational
clouds implement a variety of service models in order to use
them in different computing visions.
MCC[11] can be seen as the combination of CC , Mo-
bile Computing and wireless networks which bring rich
computational resources to mobile users, as well as cloud
computing providers. This also tries to bring down the
gap between the limited computing resources of the mo-
bile devices and the processing requirements of intensive
applications, which are running on them. The Figure 3
shows the general view of MCC which is composed of
three main parts: the mobile device, wireless communication
means, and a cloud infrastructure that contains data centers.

Fig. 3: MCC Architecture.

C. Mobile Backend as a Service

The most well-known cloud provider services offer busi-
nesses the ability to run applications on the public cloud. In
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many projects worldwide currently in production it is nec-
essary to communicate via webservices (i.e. RESTful, Soap)
with a backend API that receives and handles requests from
web sites, web and mobile applications or even Smart Places,
which are running the business that it offers. Thus in this case
the mobile applications have their backend on the Cloud -
MBaaS[5] - which runs and support the communication layer
and a it also has a common database for business purpose.
These servers are running behind the real mobile devices or
Smart Places and can scale the business to different mobile
platforms or even process what infers about Smart Places
backend operations on Cloud. This present work is a case
where a mobile application supplies the automatic provision-
ing and management of the SP computational resources (stor-
age, processing and network infrastructure) and it allows to
vertical scale them according to the SP production application
needs which is running over a client node (an Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2) Virtual Machine (VM)).

III. RELATED WORK

The previous work Cloud4Things (C4T) [12] by Marcus
Gomes is an architecture that uses the cloud platform layers
to integrate IoT and CC. It explored the automated deployment
of a IoT application - Fosstrak - for smart warehouses based on
the RFID technology with two different approaches to deploy:
one based in a traditional cloud deployment approach (cloud-
based) and other according the FC platform (fog-based). It
focuses to determine if a cloud-based approach is able to
meet the low-latency requirements of many IoT applications,
since that low-latency is an essential requirement of IoT
applications. In the present work it was used the Fosstrak Chef
recipes solution from the previous work and a new role and
cookbooks were created for centOS, the Smart Places chosen
operating system. It was also used the Docker containers from
the previous work that used a containerized Fosstrak modules
solution, grouped in four containers with capturing, filtering,
aggregation modules and a database for the EPCIS repository.

IV. SOLUTION DESIGN

The solution presented on this work is an automated SP pro-
visioning and monitoring system composed of a mobile Appli-
cation (APP) and a backend Application Programming Inter-
face (API) in order to achieve benefits in computer efficiency,
ability, and reliability. On the other hand, orchestration[2] is
also taken in consideration since it automates the execution of
a workflow process. A provisioning process may be comprised
of multiple tasks and involve multiple systems since a mobile
application need the support of several servers: web, app and
database.

In this section we will describe how the solution was
designed taking in account the business perspective and the
system perspective. The business perspective view (concep-
tual) describes the system with informational entities and
business processes that define the requirements. The system
perspective view (logic) describes the formal or semiformal
system, but still in an abstract way. After that we are going to
describe the technological choices but also the design of the
SPM API and mobile Application.

A. Business Pespective

The requirements of an information system can be divided
into two types: functional or non-functional. The functional
requirements describe what the system should do. The non-
functional requirements describes the qualities the system
should present in its operation.

1) User functional requirements: From a user’s perspective
this system should be a tool to support the provision and
management of a SP. It must first allow the user to choose the
cloud platform and the type of smart place they want to provi-
sion in it. The user must be able to choose the virtual resources
and to create the instances in the previously chosen cloud
provider. Once created, the user should be allowed to monitor
and manage the smart place, which include functions to list
the created instances, delete instances, start/stop instances and
finally obtain relevant information for each instance such as
processing, storage and latency metrics. With this metrics the
user will have the option to change the virtual resources of
the smart place during its operation, performing a vertically
scaling.

2) Functional requirements: The product requirements and
the functionalities of the system are grouped into three sets:
R1 for Create Smart Place, R2 for Actions and Details on
Smart Places and R3 for Monitoring Smart Places. The first
set of requirements include the requirements that allow to
choose the SP creation type, name, cloud provider and the
region for deploying the SP. It also includes requirements
that allow to choose CPU and storage size. The second set
of requirements includes requirements that let the application
perform the actions Create, Terminate, List and Start and Stop
over the SP. There is also a requirement in this second set that
provides SP information of the Smart Place about its name,
public ip, CPU type, memory size, region and cloud provider.

The third set of requirements include requirements which
let the application perform the reading of memory and storage
utilization for a SP. These requirements allow to choose the
time interval to read CPU utilization, Network In/Out (Bytes)
and also to visualize them. They also allow to modify SP
instance volume size and CPU type and to read SP storage
volume read and write bytes. Finally they also allow to read the
total time elapsed, in seconds, from the time the load balancer
sent the request to a registered SP instance until this instance
started to send the response headers.

B. System Pespective

The Figure 4 gives us a global idea of the system, where
we can see on the left the main actor of the system, the SP
owner responsible for managing the smart place.

C. Technology Choices

The API server is configured with automation and orches-
tration tools for the bootstrap and deploying process which are
Chef1 (for bootstrap the new SP node), Docker2 (for SP APP
containerization and image creation) and the tools needed from

1https://www.chef.io/
2https://www.docker.com/
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Fig. 4: Smart Place Manager Logic view of overall architec-
ture.

the cloud provider implemented Amazon Web Services (AWS)
(AWS EC2, Java EC2 API, AWS CloudWatch, AWS Load
Balancer). The experiments were conducted on the AWS cloud
provider with the smart places being created over Elastic Cloud
Computing EC2 machines running centOS 7 operating system.
The experiments on the SPM API server were performed
with a EC2 machine running a ”t2.medium” instance which
corresponds to a 2 virtual CPUs machine with 4GB of RAM
over a CentOS 7 machine also running on AWS EC2. The
backend API was developed in Java 8 and it is running on the
WildFly application server.

D. Designing of Smart Place Manager API

The Smart Place Manager API solution will reproduce the
concept of an API for Mobile Backend As a Service, the
Smart Place Manager API, that is going to be the backend
of the Smart Places creation, management and monitoring.
In this section we propose a solution based on a RESTfull
Java API - SPM API - that will automate and orchestrate the
provisioning and the monitoring flows invoked by the iOS
mobile application in order to create EC2 instances and the
consequent build and deploy of the RFID-based APP.

1) Cloud automation and Cloud orchestration: The Cloud
automation will consist on the EC2 instances creation over
AWS. This automation consists on forwarding the requests
made by the mobile application to the AWS which has webser-
vices exposed to provide instances interaction (through AWS
EC2 SDK3) and also instances monitoring (AWS CloudWatch
Software Development Kit (SDK)4).

The machine provisioning automation process will be based
on the Chef 5 server-client architecture. A list of recipes, cook-
books and data bags will the pushed to the new client instance
(for example a new node created on AWS for the RFID-based
app) with the knife server command. The automated deploy
will be based on the approach of docker containers running

3https://aws.amazon.com/sdk-for-java/
4https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/
5https://www.chef.io/

the Fosstrak software stack of the previous work on each of
the new instances created.

The cloud orchestration consists on the capacity to choose
and to change the docker containers that are running on each
instance. This ability gives access to update the containers that
are running on the Smart Place and orchestration also includes
changing the policies and the server software that is installed
on each EC2 instance. This is also made through the chef
client/server architecture which will act as a repository on dev
machine where the chef client is running and from where it
will send the push order to the Hosted Chef server to update
the recipes, cookbooks and data bags that are running on each
instance created. This functionality is not implemented on the
current solution but it could be a future work.

2) SPM Backend Server: The SPM API is running on the
SPM backend server. This backend server is responsible for
the Cloud Automation (CM) and Cloud Orchestration (CO)
processes. The machine plays several roles that make part of
this solution like it is shown on the image5. The backend
server will orchestrate the provisioning and monitoring of the
Smart Places.

Fig. 5: Technological view of Automatic Provisioning and
Monitoring Workflow.

E. Designing of Smart Place Manager App
In this chapter it will be shown how the SPM APP was

designed and which design pattern was chosen. The network
layer on the mobile application will describe the webservices
implementation and this is part of the solution implementation
which will be described in the next chapter as well as the APP
screens developed.

1) MVC Design on Swift: The Model-View-Controller
(MVC) design pattern assigns objects in an application one
of three roles: model, view, or controller. The pattern defines
not only the roles objects play in the application, it defines
the way objects communicate with each other. Each of the
three types of objects is separated from the others by abstract
boundaries and communicates with objects of the other types
across those boundaries.
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V. SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION

The solution implementation is divided on the specifications
for both Smart Place Manager App and Smart Place Manager
API. The implementation of the both parts is described on the
next two sections.

A. Implementation of Smart Place Manager API

The present work is a RESTful Java API which implements
the AWS Java SDK6, which is a library that is used on the
SPM API and it is responsible for calling the classes necessary
to communicate with the EC2 and AWS Cloud Watch (CW)
API’s. It also is responsible to communicate with the Chef
server to bootstrap a new node on the cloud which will
further by Chef recipes create and deploy a new SP. The
available SPM API RESTful webservice calls or endpoints
on the localhost are the following that are listed below. If the
SPM API backend server is running on the cloud AWS, the
EC2 machine IP must be defined in spite of localhost.

B. Implementation of Smart Place Manager App

The SPM mobile application was designed with the MVC
model. The application network layer was built using the
Alamofire7 Swift library. Alamofire provides chainable re-
quest/response methods, JSON parameter and response seri-
alization and authentication. Thus it was used to perform the
basic networking, specifically the /GET webservice calls that
are started from the mobile application with the objective of
requesting data from the SPM RESTful backend API.

The URLSession is technically both a class and a suite
of classes for handling HTTP/HTTPS-based requests. In this
case REST API calls were made to the SPM API and then a
response was retrieved for the request in the SPM App. The
SPM API endpoints will receive and serve up JSON requests
and responses with GET Http methods. This response will
be received by the network layer of the application and then
display the information on the SPM mobile application view.

a) Monitor Screen: In the ”Monitor Screen” flow the
application shall allow to read information relative to each
instance (available / total storage, average CPU processing,
requests latencies, region, cloud provider) and it shall allow
to edit some metrics in order to manager the smart place
throughout its use, like it is shown on picture 6:

b) Detail Screen: In the ”Detail Screen” it is shown
several information about the smart place and allows to take
actions into the machines that are running it, like it is shown
on picture 7:

VI. EVALUATION

This section describes the evaluation methodology as well
as the experiences and tests developed to evaluate the solution
presented both qualitatively and quantitatively. The qualitative
evaluation looks at the requirements and checks if they have
been fulfilled. It also studies the user experience and applica-
tion usability with a public survey that let users evaluate the

6https://aws.amazon.com/sdk-for-java/
7https://github.com/Alamofire/Alamofire

Fig. 6: Monitoring Screen Spm App.

Fig. 7: Detail Screen Spm App.

experience with the mobile application. On the other hand,
the quantitative evaluation looks at request’ latencies metrics
that are key performance indicators such as the request’
latencies which must be low on such a solution. The energy
consumption analysis is also taken in account because mobile
applications have limited battery energy.

A. Evaluation Methodology

In the first evaluation method it is assessed whether the re-
quirements defined in the business perspective were achieved,
i.e. which are the characteristics that the solution has to offer.
The second evaluation consisted on a public survey regarding
the application usability and user experience evaluation. We
began by evaluating whether the application was quick and
how easy it was to use it. This application was designed and
developed to be an easy-to-use simple tool for sysadmins or
even non-IT people, and through its use it must be able to
respond to the main problems with servers and machines that
support the Smart Place in the cloud. In the third method
of evaluation we’ve performed experiments to measure how
much energy is drained by our mobile application. Finally
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the solution requests latencies were measured in order to get
the application speed and so the latencies were measured for
the actions performed over the Smart Places like Creating,
Listing and Monitoring in the interval of cloud processing, API
processing and final solution time for each action response on
the mobile application.

B. Evaluation Setup

The public survey was conducted on a thirty people group
composed of 10 university students from engineering, 10
system administrators and 10 random people, 60% male and
40% female, aged from 19 to 35. The survey was performed
using the platform Google Forms8. After a brief introduction
to the application objective and purpose, the users were asked
to test it for two minutes. After the time elapsed they were
asked to evaluate the application in terms of its usability
and user experience, by completing the online ten questions
anonymous survey. It is important to remember that the
rating scale of the application was defined on a scale of 0
(I did not like / No) to 10 (I liked a lot / yes) depending
on the semantic focus of the question. Only one session of
tests with end-users was performed due to time constraints.
The survey respondents were people from inside and outside
the Computer Science professional/academic area. Only one
session of tests with end-users was performed due to time
constraints.

The mobile phone used for the survey respondents, energy
consumption analysis and Requests Latencies measures was
iPhone 6 using mobile data from the ISP Vodafone PT and
the backend API server was running on the Cloud. The speed
connection at the survey and requests latency measurement day
was measured by SpeedTest9 [13] and the result was for the
download speed of 71.5 Mbps and for the upload speed was
45.5 Mbps, with a ping of 17 ms and Jitter of 7.9 ms, which
was receiving the Speed Test connection at that experience day.
The energy consumption analysis was performed during hour
for each action and the actions were repeated 30 times during
that time interval. The actions performed using the mobile
application were three actions: Create, List and Monitor a
Smart Place. It is noticed that the measures that are going to
be read are from the real action that took place on the mobile
application and/or Smart Place.

C. Evaluation Results

The evaluation results are going to be showed firstly the
application usability and user experience and user experiment
after the full qualitative evaluation, finishing with the full
performance evaluation.

1) Requirements Fullfilment: In this section it is assessed
whether the requirements defined in the business perspective
were achieved. In this way in the following tables show the
conclusion about of the requirements that were implemented.
Concerning to the requirements R1 these were fully imple-
mented as shown in the figure 8.

8https://www.google.com/forms/about/
9http://www.speedtest.net/apps/mac

Fig. 8: Requirements SPM R1 - Create Smart Place.

The figure 9 shows the result of the implementation of
the requirements R2 considered in the solution design. The
requirements for action and detail on the smart place were all
implemented.

Fig. 9: Requirements SPM R2 - Actions and Details.

The figure 10 shows the result of the implementation of the
requirements R3 considered in the solution design.

Fig. 10: Requirements SPM R3 - Monitor Smart Place.

As far as are concerned to the monitoring requirements
R03, these requirements were partially implemented on both
Mobile Application and API (7/9), with remaining: Read
VolumeReadBytes and VolumeWrite bytes metric and read
latencies for the requests exchanged between the Smart Place
instance and the Load Balancer associated. Regarding the first
two uncompleted requirements, these are useful metrics to in-
form about the number of bytes read/write on the Smart Place
disk and also to evaluate the latency of requests exchanged
between Smart Places instances and the load balancer of the
cloud provider.

2) Application Usability and User Experience: The results
allow us to conclude that end users enjoyed the steps and work
flows implemented for the final goal of creating a Smart Place.
The lack of landscape orientation was not also considered
relevant to the user. The evaluation of these two aspects ended
with results mostly below 5/10 on a scale of 0-10, where
0 was for I did not like anything and 10 to I liked it a
lot. It was also concluded that users enjoyed the navigation
through the application screens, with some of them giving
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lower scores, but mostly with scores in a range of 5-7 out
of 10. Regarding the question about whether the content of
the application was clear and concise, most users rated this
question with 5-7 score. It should be noted that not all the
target survey respondents have deep knowledge in the area. In
general, the survey respondents found a correlation between
the actions carried out in the application and its content, as
shown by general positive results greater than 5. In relation to
the application speed, the survey respondents gave average and
high scores, with values between 5 on a scale of 10. The ease
of use of the application also had a positive evaluation with
high values of 5-8. Finally, we asked the final questions about
whether people liked to use the application and whether, at the
end of the application use, they have been able to understand
its usefulness and purpose, which were explained before the
use and before the response to survey. The results are shown
in the figures 11 and 12.

We can conclude that the survey respondents enjoyed using
the application, found it easy to use and on average they
were been able to understand the ultimate goal of the mobile
application, with its use and consequent actions on the Smart
Places, as well as their monitoring functions.

Fig. 11: Survey 9 question: Did you enjoy using the SPM app?

Fig. 12: Survey 10 question: After using the app did you get
aware of the utility and purpose of the application?

3) Energy Consumption: The energy impact was measured
by the energy analysis of the Instruments software that is
part of XCode. The measurements that were obtained by

Instruments refers to which Apple calls as Abstract Power
drained by the application process. This value is represented
on the Energy Log application instrument which indicates a
level from 0 to 20, indicating how much energy the app is
using at any given time.

Apple refers that these numbers are subjective[14] because
if the APP energy usage level is occasionally high, it doesnt
necessarily mean that the app has a problem, it may simply
require more energy for some of the tasks it performs such
as the asynchronous requests for the creation of the smart
place, which are waiting for the response after the bootstrap
process of the new Smart Place, showing on the application
a message indicating that it was started the creation of the
smart place and returning the user to the main menu. When
the process finishes the response arrives at the application and
the action of Create comes to an end in terms of consumed
memory and CPU utilization, thus having an effect on reducing
the energy consumption since the usage of memory and the
number of CPU cycles represents an energy consume that is
not specified in this work. Other hardware components may
affect this value, for example the wi-fi antenna and the use the
GPS while performing complex network operations, the last
is not the case of this work.

In this way, three energy tests were performed a period of
1 hour and the experiments are going to be repeated for 30
times for each action during that time interval. They consisted
on triggering the three Smart Place actions that were also the
target of requests latencies analysis, that were Creating, Listing
and Monitoring a Smart Place (in this case of energy impact
the monitoring task was to perform the action of reading the
CPU utilization and Network Traffic data downloaded and
its consequent graphics visualization. The result values are
showed on the following figure 13.

Fig. 13: Abstract Power Consumption of SPM Application.

The energy impact results from the evaluation methodology
are average values that were measured and then presented for
the following actions: creating, listing, monitoring (modifying
instance type and starting). In the creation action the consumed
energy registered a peak of 14/20 of relative abstract power.
This value was registered on average since it also had values of
11/20. In this action is sent information about the parameters
for the Smart Place creation request and the response is waiting
until the end of the bootstrap process and its consequent return
response to the application.

In the listing action the consumed energy registered a value
of 13/20. The Listing values vary depending on the amount of
information loaded in the request sent. In this way, the more
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Smart Places that are currently running, the more energy will
be expected to be wasted during the process of extracting,
transforming and loading the Smart Places information into the
Views. In the monitoring action, specifically when visualising
the CPU utilization and Network graphics, the consumed
energy registered a peak of 17/20 relative abstract power. This
peak is related to the information and data points loaded into
the graphics of CPU utilization and Network Traffic.

In conclusion we can say that the energy consumption
of the application is acceptable. However, this issue can be
further examined in terms of reading the number of objects
created and removed from memory, throughout the lifetime
and application flows.

4) Request’ Latencies: The latency tests were performed
to measure the times spent on all Smart Place Manager
application life cycle, consisting of a mobile application and a
backend API. Twenty repeated tests were performed for each
of the three actions analyzed in the energy impact. These,
namely the Creation, Listing and a specific Monitoring action
(in this case for request latency it was the monitoring task that
was evaluated, that consists on instance vertical scale - change
instance CPU and memory type/size). The figure 14 shows
the several times, firstly the time spent on the backend SPM
API, Chef bootstrap plus AWS processing to create a Smart
Place, and in second place the time spent by the SPM API
and AWS cloud processing for List and Change Instance Type
(monitoring) actions. The total time elapsed on application
since the request leaves it till when the response arrives, the
total solution time for each action is also showed. The total
time on mobile application is also showed.

Fig. 14: Evaluation Latencies for solution SPM.

Observing these results, it can be concluded that the Create
Smart Place process recorded a mean time of bootstrapping of
159370 ms which represents approximately 2.6 minutes. The
processing time for the SPM API was the highest recorded in
the three actions that were evaluated, with a time spend of 3
seconds, and the additional time to the previous bootstrap was
due to necessary database operations as well as other interac-
tions with the EC2 API such as the Smart Place registering
with the Load Balancer. These last actions are needed because
they can’t be performed using the Chef bootstrap process in
which the EC2 Knife Plugin10 is used to make the bridge
between the Chef Server and instance creation on AWS, and
thus this plugin does not execute the actions described before.
In this way the average time of the total Chef bootstrap process
of the new smart place was in 243806 ms which corresponds
approximately to 4.16 minutes. This corresponds to the total
time of bootstrapping a new node with the Chef tool, followed

10https://github.com/chef/knife-ec2

by the creation of the node with the Docker containerized
Fosstrak solution and lastly other necessary actions in the
Cloud for that Smart Place instance, until the app’s creation
response arrives to the app.

The other Smart Place actions like Start, Stop and Terminate
but also the memory and storage metrics reading and the CPU
and network monitoring data for graphics are not measured in
this current version. Thus we can conclude that the Smart place
manager solution formed by the App and API backend is a
solution with low response times.

VII. CONCLUSION, CONTRIBUTIONS AN FUTURE WORK

The present work explored the provisioning, deployment
and monitoring of IoT applications running over virtual cloud
machines for smart buildings based on the RFID technology.
A mobile application was developed that can install the Smart
Place in the cloud with a backend and database. The cloud-
based backend deployment and orchestration is able to quickly
create and run a smart place software stack in a specific
cloud provider, within an available region in order to meet
the low latency requirements of many IoT applications, and
also manage and monitor the cloud instances.

To improve the provisioning of RFID application middle-
ware in the cloud, a mechanism based on Docker containers
and the Chef tool that automates the installation and config-
uration of the modules that composes the example platform
RFID middleware called Fosstrak. This mechanism is part of
the backend API because it allowed to perform the application
provisioning and monitoring of the cloud Smart Places in a
very practical and fast approach. Although the experiments
were conducted in a single cloud provider (Amazon Web Ser-
vices), on a single region (Ireland) and with only a Smart Place
software stack (RFID), the developed mobile application was
designed to allow to choose between several cloud providers
to provision several RFID or other SP software.

Regarding the system evaluation, we defined several require-
ments for the mobile application solution which were met to
perform Creating, Listing, and Monitoring tasks over the Smart
Places. With this work we also have demonstrated how to
elaborate an application usability and user experience public
survey, with a set of ten questions that allow us to identify
the strengths and weaknesses of the application in terms of
its design and sensations felt by the user while using it, but
also concerning its speed and comprehension of its final goal
for use. It was shown that the survey respondents enjoyed
using the application and find it useful even by whom had
no background on the area. The obtained latencies’ evaluation
results show that the solution here designed and implemented
to reproduce the concept of Mobile Backend As a Service,
consisting of a mobile application and an API backend, is well
suited to orchestrate Smart Place provisioning and deployment
automated processes in Cloud. This work allowed to conclude
on the processing times in cloud processing itself and on the
RESTful backend API in Java, hence the conclusions were
also drawn regarding the time spent in these processes when
they are triggered by a mobile application. We performed
tests and scripts to evaluate the latency of the request through
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this system lifecycle. Finally through the energy analysis of
this application, we were able to perceive the approximate
energy consumed by the mobile SPM application in actions
that mainly correspond to HTTP requests to a backend API,
as well as in the rendering of data to feed the Smart Places
monitoring charts on the mobile application.

A. Future Work.

There are some aspects that can be improved in the future.
1) Evaluation Scenario.: In the evaluation scenario we

used a virtual RFID processing platform (Fosstrak) but we
did not simulate the Smart Place events themselves although
the solution is running on the cloud containers or neither
monitor the events that could be occurring if it was being fed
like in the past work. A future improvement is to conduct the
system evaluation in a real scenario. It is interesting to test
a different solution for Smart Place software with iBeacon.
Various vendors have been making iBeacon-compatible
hardware transmitters typically called beacons a class of
Bluetooth low energy (BLE) devices that broadcast their
identifier to nearby portable electronic devices. Hence, an
evaluation scenario could be a store for collecting items for
shopping.

2) High Availability.: The solution that was presented in
this work proposes that the RFID Smart Place is deployed
on a virtual cloud machine and its modules composed of
capturing and filtering plus aggregation are running on the
same cloud node, with a bootstrap process that occurs on the
backend following a full cloud-based deployment. Since in
this case it has been admitted that the number of RFID events
in a building may have a peak but always corresponds to a
finite maximum number of RFID access readings, it is not
like a website that may need to replicate the solution for more
machines automatically to respond to a very large unknown
demand. So, the interesting thing about this scenario will
be to scale out the Smart Place software solution that will
be used, with the Cloud provider High Availability solution
(horizontally scaling) for larger environments, thus it can
replicate the smart places software stack according to the
load demand that they are exposed to, with the AWS Elastic
Beanstalk tool from amazon or other from the cloud provider
chosen.

3) Architecture and Tests improvements: In terms of secu-
rity, the Static and Dynamic application security testing was
not done on the application neither on the API. In this way,
for future work would be interesting to do a security analysis
of the Smart Place Manager Application and API. It is also
interesting to do a future work on using automatic analysis
of metrics, to allow an automated management also, besides
automated provisioning, deployment and monitoring.

4) Functional improvements for App and API: In terms
of functional requirements for the application, some cases
were intended for implementations in future releases. Apply
some changes to several rooms inside a Smart Place, such
as to change a user’s permissions, changing their access to

certain rooms or even a time control system in the context
of the SP under study which that allows the access to doors
inside a building or a room. An event alarmistic logic could
be implemented for the user to receive alerts directly in the
application about events that are of interest about the SP,
be it networking, computing or for general troubleshooting
purposes.

In the future people will have to manage the smart places
in their lives. Their homes, their workplaces. Smart place
management, with digital assistants, will play a role. As people
nowadays are able to manage their personal computers and
phones without deep technical expertise, in the near future they
will do the same with the smart places. This tool, the Smart
Place Manager mobile application and API, are a technical
contribution that moves us closer in this future direction.
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